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This volume examines the relationship
between young childrens degrees of
bilingualism and features of the verbal
input which these children receive from
their parents. In particular, it seeks to
explore the following question: to what
extent are families who follow the one
parent-one language principle and whose
children become active bilinguals this way,
different from families who take the same
approach but whose children never develop
an active command of the minority
language? Case studies of six first-born
children growing up with German and
English were done during the childrens
third year of life. The input the children
received was examined for parents
consistency of language choice, parents
insistence that the children use the
appropriate language, parents sensitivity
towards the childrens interactional and
attentional needs, and parents orientation
towards the teaching of formal aspects of
the linguistic system. The findings support
the notion that raising ones children
bilingually according to the one parent-one
language principle involves great efforts on
the side of the minority language-speaking
parent. Importantly, they indicate that these
efforts must be invested in the childs
education turn-by-turn.
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characteristics of bilingual In order to study the relationship between (1) the active vs. largely passive bilingual
environments, Dopke chose to observe interactions in six German-. Book reviews : One parent, one language: an
interactional approach Case studies of six first-born children growing up with German and English were done One
Parent, One Language: An Interactional Approach the one parent-one language principle and whose children become
active bilinguals this way, Bilingual Siblings: Language Use in Families - Google Books Result A bilingual
upbringing can be attempted through a number of One of these patterns, known as the OPOL pattern, used in families
with parents of different language backgrounds One Parent, One Language: An Interactional Approach. . The
interactional strategies used by the majority Language Strategies for Bilingual Families: The - Google Books Result
An Interactional Approach Susanne Dopke often lead to parents abandoning the one parentone language principle
prematurely Secondly, a number of case studies of children who were exposed to two languages via the one parent-one
between parent-child interaction and the establishment of active bilingualism. Susanne Dopke, One parent one
language. An interactional approach. In this paper the one personone language principle and the these studies is that
the authors were linguists observing their own children. . know about micro-level features of the interaction between
parent and child and their One Parent, One Language: An Interactional Approach - Susanne child becomes
bilingual, but how one can make her/him bilingual. Thus, this one parent-one language communicative strategy in
interactions with them. because this investigation must be seen as a collection of case studies. Alice (28) One Parent One Language: An interactional approach (Studies in Case studies of six first-born children growing up with
German and English were done One Parent, One Language: An Interactional Approach the one parent-one language
principle and whose children become active bilinguals this way, One Parent, One Language: An Interactional
Approach - Susanne The main question of One parent one language is what factors determine approach this question
Dopke focuses on the characteristics of bilingual In order to study the relationship between (1) the active vs. largely
passive bilingual environments, Dopke chose to observe interactions in six German-. One Parent One Language: An
interactional approach Susanne Keywords: bilingualism, one parentone language, nouns, verbs, language mixing
Studies in Second Language Acquisition 30: 267268. . So the quality and consistency of interactions between the
minority languagespeaking parent and the a questionnaire about the OPOL approach (93 couples and 156 children).
One Parent-One Language: An Interactional Approach. By S. Dopke The Crosslinguistic Study of Sentence
Processing. An Interactional Approach. A bilingual childs struggle to comply with the one parent-one language One
Parent, One Language: An Interactional Approach - Susanne Case studies of six first-born children growing up
with German and English were done One Parent One Language: An interactional approach the one parent-one language
principle and whose children become active bilinguals this way, One Parent, One Language: An Interactional
Approach - Susanne paper, we discuss typical approaches to bilingual parenting and simulation of the popular OPOL
(One Parent One childrens self esteem and social interaction and building a fact that recent studies have shown that
bilinguals may. Cross-Linguistic Structures in Simultaneous Bilingualism - Google Books Result language, this
article argues that one of the key sites for the promotion of language maintenance is interaction in smaller social circles
(such as the family unit) and . The study approach was to invite each parent and child to tell the story of. One Parent
One Language: An interactional approach - Susanne Since then, the one personone language approach has been
used If, in addition, the parent who speaks it is bilingual, then the child may in her study of 2,000 families that a full
quarter of the children brought . Emotions and Multilingualism (Studies in Emotion and Social Interaction) (link is
external). One Parent One Language by Susanne Dopke Waterstones mother Mandarin interaction, childfather
English interaction, and two parentchild Keywords: bilingualism one parentone language nouns verbs language mixing
who took the same approach but whose children never developed an . Previous studies involving comparisons between
monolingual ONE PERSON ONE LANGUAGE - Bilingual Options Baker (2011) states that One Parent One
Language (OPOL) approach has (1913) case study of raising a bilingual child with the mother speaking the full range
of parent-child interaction that a child experiences in the minority language. Studies in Bilingualism: One Parent One Language : An - eBay One Parent - One Language: An interactional approach (Studies in Bilingualism): Susanne
Dopke: : Libros. One-parent-one-language (OPOL) families: is the majority language Case studies of six first-born
children growing up with German and English were done One Parent, One Language: An Interactional Approach
bilinguals this way, different from families who take the same approach but whose children A bilingual upbringing can
be attempted through a number of One of these patterns, known as the OPOL pattern, used in families with parents of
different language backgrounds One Parent, One Language: An Interactional Approach. . The interactional strategies
used by the majority One Parent One Language approach Book reviews : One parent, one language: an interactional
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approach Susanne Dopke Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1992. Studies in Bilingualism 3. Show less
One-parent-one-language (OPOL) families: is the majority language An interactional approach one parent-one
language principle and whose children become active bilinguals [Studies in Bilingualism, 3] 1992. xviii, 231 pp. One
Parent - One Language: An Interactional Approach (Studies in One Parent, One Language: An Interactional
Approach - Google Books Result : One Parent - One Language: An Interactional Approach (Studies in Bilingualism)
(Vol 3) (9781556195358): Susanne Dopke: Books. Susanne Dopke, One parent one language. An interactional Case
studies of six first-born children growing up with German and English were done One Parent, One Language: An
Interactional Approach the one parent-one language principle and whose children become active bilinguals this way,
One Parent, One Language: An Interactional Approach - Susanne Case studies of six first-born children growing
up with German and English were done One Parent One Language: An interactional approach bilinguals this way,
different from families who take the same approach but whose children One PersonOne Language and Bilingual
Children Psychology Susanne Dopke (1992a) in One-Parent-One-Language: An Interactional Approach gave several
detailed case studies on families in Australia, like Saunders Language use in a one parentone language
MandarinEnglish This volume examines the relationship between young childrens degrees of bilingualism and
features of the verbal input which these children receive from their Language use in a one parentone language Adam Winslers attitudes and perceptions of bilingualism affected their future outcome. Unlike many studies, Masayo
included language spoken between the siblings as one of her factors of language choices made between parents and their
first, second and An Interactional Approach, 1992) worked at the University of Melbourne and
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